Afghanistan
1. Naizemullah, correspondent, Daily Telegraph-UK, Kabul, naiemullah@gmail.com
2. Rezwan Natiq, journalist, Tolo TV, Kabul, rezwan_natik@hotmail.com

Bangladesh
3. Antara Biswas, reporter, Ekattor TV, Dhaka, biswasantar16@gmail.com
4. Laboni Guha Roy, staff reporter, Daily Bhoror Kagoj, Dhaka, labonigula@yahoo.com
5. Mohd Jahangir Alam, senior staff correspondent, UNB, Dhaka, jahangir_alam@hotmail.com
6. Rafiqul Islam Azad, senior staff reporter, The Independent, Dhaka, rafiqulazad@gmail.com
7. Mohd Jahidul Kabir, deputy news editor, bdnews24.com, Dhaka, jahidul.kabir01@gmail.com
8. Mohd Wahidullah, chief of bureau, Dainik Azadi, Dhaka, wahid_ullah10@yahoo.com
9. Mohd Mamunur Rashid, staff reporter, The New Nation, Dhaka, mamunicr@gmail.com
10. Salahuddin Bablu, special correspondent, SA TV, Dhaka, salahuddinbablu@yahoo.com

Bhutan
11. Pema Lhadu, news reporter, Bhutan Broadcasting Service, Thimphu, pemalhadu@bbs.bt/pellyelle@gmail.com
12. Needrup Zangpo, editor, Bhutan Observer, Thimphu, needrup@yahoo.com

Nepal
13. Trishna R Rana, desk editor and columnist, Nepali Times, Kathmandu, trishna.rana@gmail.com
14. Bishnu Gautam, associate editor, The Rising Nepal, Kathmandu, bisnugotame@gmail.com
15. Deepak Raj Bohra, senior producer, News 24, Kathmandu, me.deepakbohra@gmail.com
16. Hom Prasad Lamsal, senior reporter, Image Channel, Kathmandu, hom.lamsal500@gmail.com
17. Prem Kumar Luitel, senior news editor, Nepal TV, Kathmandu, pluitel@gmail.com
18. Toma Lama, programme producer and presenter, Nepal FM Network, Nepal FM 91.8, Kathmandu, tomalama123@yahoo.com
19. Pramila Manandhar, co-producer, Radio Sagarmatha, Lalitpur, pramila_online@yahoo.com
20. Poonam Poudel, senior news editor/ anchor, Kantipur Television Network Pvt Ltd, poonampoudelus@yahoo.com
21. Nira Gurung, media, International Centre for Integrated Mountain Development, Kathmandu, ngurung@icimod.org
Maldives
22. Ibrahim Mohamad, head-production and broadcasting, MVTV, Male, cinchlife@gmail.com

Pakistan
23. Sarfaraz Ali, assistant news editor, The Nation, Lahore, sarfraz1168@gmail.com
24. Naila Inayat, assistant editor and writer, The News International, Lahore nailainayat@gmail.com
25. Rina Saeed Khan, columnist, Dawn, Islamabad, rinasaeed@gmail.com

Sri Lanka
26. Pramod de Silva, senior associate editor, The Sunday Observer, Colombo, pramodsilva69@gmail.com
27. J D Ashoka Kumara, radio journalist, Sri Lanka Broadcasting Corporation, Colombo, ashokakumara@gmail.com

Myanmar
28. Zaw Win Than, chief of staff and senior writer, The Myanmar Times, Yangon, zawwintan@gmail.com

India

Jammu and Kashmir
29. Naseer Ganai, principal correspondent, Mail Today, Srinagar, naseerjournalist@gmail.com
30. Dinesh Manhotra, senior staff correspondent, The Tribune, Jammu, manhotradinesh@gmail.com

Uttarakhand
31. Jyotimoy Thapaliyal, senior staff correspondent, The Tribune, Dehradun, thapaliyal75@gmail.com
32. Abhinav Malwal, principal correspondent, Hindustan Times, Dehradun, abhin500@gmail.com

Chandigarh
33. Sonali Narang, freelancer snarang68@gmail.com

Punjab
34. Bahadurjeet Singh, correspondent, The Hindustan Times, Rupnagar, bahadurjeetjournalist@gmail.com
35. Satish Kumar Jagota, correspondent, PTI/Indian Express, Rupnagar, satishjagotaropar@gmail.com

Uttar Pradesh
36. Ssidhant Mohan Tiwary, founder editor, First Front, Varanasi, sidaurche@gmail.com
37. Vivek Mishra, freelancer, Bahraich, communication.vivek@gmail.com
38. Nitin Yadav, senior sub editor, Amar Ujala, Meerut, nitinyadavji@gmail.com
39. Pradeep Kumar Shrivastav, senior sub-editor, Amar Ujala, Jhansi, srivastav.pradip38@gmail.com
40. Anil Ankur, principal correspondent, Hindustan, Lucknow, ankurdwivedilko@gmail.com
41. D S Shukla, bureau chief, HT, Allahabad, dssagar@gmail.com
42. Prem Shankar, Navbharat Times, Lucknow, premvidrohi@gmail.com
43. Alka Pande, freelancer, Lucknow, alkapande@gmail.com, 09839369393

Bihar
44. Santosh Sarang, sub-editor, Prabhat Khabar, Muzaffarpur, appansamachar@gmail.com

Jharkhand
45. Manoj Kumar Singh, senior reporter, Prabhat Khabar, Ranchi, manoj.singh@prabhatkhabar.in

Madhya Pradesh
46. Ruby Sarkar, senior reporter, Deshbandhu, Bhopal, ruby.journalist@gmail.com
47. Rashmi Prajapati, senior reporter, Dainik Jagran, Bhopal, rashmi.journalism@gmail.com
48. Ashish Gaur, senior correspondent, The Times of India, Indore, gaur.com@gmail.com, ashish.gaur1@timesgroup.com

Chhattisgarh
49. K N Kishore, Central Chronicle, Raipur, knkishore9@gmail.com

Rajasthan
50. Amit Bhatt, news producer, Zee TV, Jaipur, amit.bhatt@zeenetwork.com
bhattacharith@gmail.com
51. Hitendra Sharma, principal correspondent, Dainik Bhaskar, Jaipur, hiten05jan@gmail.com
52. Rashpal Singh Bharadwaj, special correspondent, Hindustan Times, Jaipur, rashjournalist@gmail.com, rashpal.singh@hindustantimes.com

Maharashtra
53. Mohan Maskar M Patil, correspondent, Lokmat, Satara, mohan.maskar@gmail.com
54. Karishma Goenka, environment correspondent, DNA, Mumbai, karishmagoenka@gmail.com
55. Abhijit Ghorpade, senior assistant editor, Loksatta, Pune, abhighorpade@gmail.com
56. Sampat Devgire, bureau chief, Sakal, Nashik, sampatdevgire@gmail.com

Goa
57. Raju Nayak, editor, Lokmat, Goa, nayak.raju@gmail.com
58. Niraj Naik, editor, Digital News, Goa, digitgoa@gmail.com

West Bengal
59. Prithvijit Mitra, assistant editor, Times of India, Kolkata, prithvijitmitra@gmail.com
60. Sudip Moitra, assistant news editor, Uttarbanga Sambad, Kolkata, sudipmoitra67@gmail.com
61. Jayanta Basu, correspondent-environment, The Telegraph, Kolkata, jatantabasu.cal@gmail.com
62. Aritra Bhattacharjee, *The Statesman*, Kolkata, aritra.bhattacharya@gmail.com

**Assam**
63. Sailen Baruah, staff reporter, *Amar Assom*, Lakhimpur, sailenbaruah1@gmail.com
64. Samudragna Gupta Kashyap, special correspondent, *The Indian Express*, Guwahati, sgkashyap@gmail.com
65. Pulinkalilata, sr sub-editor, Dainik Asam, Guwahati, pulinkalilatagh@gmail.com
66. R K Robindro Singh, DD, Guwahati, princerobbain@gmail.com
67. Urmimala Bhattacharjee, freelancer, Guwahati, urmi.bh@gmail.com

**North East**
68. Raju Mimi, correspondent, *Arunachal Times*, Roing, rajumimi@gmail.com
69. Biswendu Bhattacharya, freelancer, Agartala, Tripura, biswendu.tripura@gmail.com

**Odisha**
70. Ashish Senapati, district correspondent, *The Times of India*, Kendrapara, senapatiashish@rediffmail.com
71. Sudeep Guru, correspondent, *The Telegraph*, Bolangir, sudeepkumar.guru@gmail.com
72. Sukesh Ranjan Behera, reporter, *Dharitri*, Bhubaneswar, sukesh.behera@gmail.com
73. Vishwas Dass, senior correspondent, *Orissa Post*, Bhubaneswar, vishwasdass28@gmail.com
74. Biswajeet Dash, correspondent, *Sambad*, Bhubaneswar, journalistbiswajit@gmail.com

**Karnataka**
75. Rohith B R, special correspondent, *Time of India*, Bangalore, rohithmasscom@gmail.com
76. Kumar K Raitha, senior sub-editor, *Vijayvani*, Bengaluru, k.raitha@gmail.com
77. Pavan Kumar H, sub-editor and reporter, *Deccan Herald*, Hubli, hublipavan@gmail.com, pavankumar.h@deccanherald.co.in

**Tamil Nadu**
78. K A Shaji, chief of bureau, *The Times of India*, Coimbatore, mailto@kashaji@gmail.com, shaji.kam@timesgroup.com
79. Dennis Soloman Jesudas, journalist, PTI, Chennai, dennissjesudas@gmail.com
80. Prem Nivas, research scholar, Anna University, Chennai, premnivas22@gmail.com

**Andhra Pradesh**
81. G. Gopala Krishna Mayya, assistant news editor, Sakshi, Hyderabad, gkmayya@gmail.com
82. Koteswara Rao, senior deputy editor, *Prajakshathi*, Hyderabad, mkrao1957@gmail.com
83. P Narayana Rao, editor, Environment and People, Hyderabad, nraopotturi@yahoo.com

**Kerala**
84. Reji Joseph, chief reporter, *Deepika*, Kottayam, rejideepika@gmail.com
85. Shevlins Sebastian, special correspondent, *The New Indian Express*, Kochi, shevlins@gmail.com
86. Cissy Jacob, sub-editor, *Mathrubhumi*, Kozhikode, jacobcissy@gmail.com
87. Nissar T P, sub-editor, *Madhyamam*, Calicut, tpnisar@gmail.com